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Benefits of using PwC:

Our understanding of best practices

for the Close Cycle supported the

goal of reducing the monthly close

cycle by six working days

Established sustainable monthly Fast

Close process

Senior management now have two

additional working days to

understand figures prior to

submission

Positive impact on quality and speed

of year end close

Realignment of resources has freed

staff to invest in additional value

added tasks

Overall reduction in overtime

“This experience has been
transforming for us… we are eager to
retain the spirit that PwC has
instilled in the team”

International energy company
Fast Close delivers more than process improvement

Business background

Our client is an independent

upstream oil and gas company with

operations in North America, the

North Sea, Southeast Asia and North

Africa and subsidiaries active in

further locations. The company is

committed to conducting its business

in an ethical, social and

environmentally responsible manner

and participates in the United

Nations Global Compact. The client

is included in the Dow Jones

Sustainability (North America) Index

and is listed on both the Toronto

New York Stock Exchanges.

Process review results in Fast
Close challenge

Our client has rapidly become a large

operator in the North Sea through a

successful acquisition strategy.

Bringing companies together had

resulted in a number of disparate

systems and processes within the

finance function. Although these

processes were robust,

it was recognised that greater

efficiency would deliver benefits to

both the business and the hard

pressed UK finance team.

One of the client’s senior accountants

was asked to review the situation and

make recommendations for short

and long-

improvement. One process that

immediately drew his attention was

the monthly close cycle which took 13

days to execute, placing a drain on

resources and leaving a very short

window each month for value added

initiatives or analysis. With this in

mind, he travelled to London to

participa

practice seminar which we ran, to

gather ideas and insight into

methods of addressing this issue.

“We understood that we took too
long generating the numbers which
limited the time we could devote to
understanding the figures. By
a step back to review the Close
process we had been able to reduce
the time by three days with some
quick wins. However we were well
aware that further reductions would
not be easy to achieve and sustain
and this is where we hoped PwC
could add valu
industry expertise in this area.”
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One of the client’s senior accountants

was asked to review the situation and

make recommendations for short

-term performance

improvement. One process that

mmediately drew his attention was

the monthly close cycle which took 13

days to execute, placing a drain on

resources and leaving a very short

window each month for value added

initiatives or analysis. With this in

mind, he travelled to London to

participate in a “Fast Close” best

practice seminar which we ran, to

gather ideas and insight into

methods of addressing this issue.

“We understood that we took too
long generating the numbers which
limited the time we could devote to
understanding the figures. By taking
a step back to review the Close
process we had been able to reduce
the time by three days with some
quick wins. However we were well
aware that further reductions would
not be easy to achieve and sustain
and this is where we hoped PwC
could add value through their
industry expertise in this area.”

International energy company
Fast Close delivers more than process improvement
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The necessity to address the Close

Cycle time frame became urgent with

a request from their Head Office to

say that monthly close must be

completed in eight days. With a four

month time frame to achieve this

objective, we were engaged to deliver

both a Diagnostic of the existing

Close process and then implement

the resulting recommendations,

using our best practice expertise.

Focus on Fast Close delivers
more than process
improvement

We encourage as many stakeholders

as possible to participate in the

transformation process.

“From the first PwC workshop run
for the entire Finance Team, it was as
if a light bulb had come on. There
was nothing broken in our
consolidation process but we all
realised that with fine tuning it could
become a model of best practice and
allow us additional time to add
value.”

The team found this prospect

particularly motivating both from the

point of view of performance

improvement for the close process

and the opportunity this would give

to invest the resulting savings in time

in to other valuable tasks.

The client’s finance resource was

thinly spread across many tasks. By

introducing our external insight, we

helped the team take a step back and

review activity, something which is

often prevented by the realities of

running a sophisticated, dynamic

business.

The review process encouraged

contributions from everyone which

resulted in a really positive spirit of

change and renewed energy

throughout the team.

People were delighted to be involved.

We made it clear that there was no

hidden agenda in the sessions; it was

about working together to achieve

continuous improvement. There was

no judgement on what had happened

before.

Key to the success of these sessions

was the quality of the facilitation to

build a positive group dynamic and a

culture of contribution.

Sustainable, improved close
process delivers management
benefits
“We knew that we had previously
spent too much time producing the
numbers which limited the time we
could devote to understanding the
figures. We have reduced our close
cycle by six working days and have
confidence that this is a sustainable
process. Not only are the finance
team enjoying the shorter cycle but it
also allows the Senior Management
Team two additional days to study
and analyse figures and their
implication before submission.”

Working in partnership for
continuous improvement

Following the successful refinement

of the Close Cycle, we have also been

engaged to examine additional

statutory accounts and tax

compliance processes as the client

felt that their commitment to the

business made them a natural fit for

this role.

“PwC is not about off-the-shelf
solutions and invested time to
understand our business and the
challenges that we were facing. This
experience has been transforming for
us. We still have more that we can
do and we are eager to retain the
spirit of empowerment that working
with PwC has instilled in the team to
continuously improve.”
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